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Who
We Are

Creating Solutions To Enrich Lives BySolving Problems
worth solving - whether in the commercial, social, environment or government
sectors. Our teams focus on bringing value, meaningful change and client satisfaction
into everything we do.
We achieve this through passion, dedication, industry standards and

best practices using proven methodologies to ensure transparency and accuracy so
you have a project that succeeds on timeand within budget

Welcome to Fuzzelogic Solutions

Software | Design | Testing | System Integration | Support

What
We Do

Mobile Application
Development
Designing the Next Home Screen

When we started the project, the company already had an iOS app available. The popular
shopping app was in need of an update from the software architectural side as well as the
user interface and user experience. The user interface was dated and the company was
going re-evaluation of its app goals.
We worked with stakeholders to identify several areas that needed addressing. One of the
key areas was the home page. They wanted the home page to be dynamic and maintain a
fresh appeal to users.

The home page need to reflect the brand and maintaining the hero image as the
background.
With the Initial sketches moved the buttons around and reduced the number of buttons.
We also suggested the slide out menu (make popular by Facebook at the time) as a way of
providing all the options but hiding them from the user until needed.

Client responses

● Like the menu button and use of top space
- can we make this a top bar?
● Like the slide out menu concept.
- Can we move it to the right?
● Not liking the circles, but the formation looks ok

The final home page
featured dynamic model
images based on the
season. The “next” logo
was removed from the
images to give the models
the full canvas space, but
we still needed a way to
maintain the brand, so
the next logo was brought
“front and center” and
added to the top left of the
page. To maintain a cleaner
interface we dropped the
search button and relied
on the keyboard ENTER
button to trigger the quick
search.

Client responses

● We can add Quick items to the top bar
- the search button and bag
● Can we add a quick search bar?

For the blackberry edition, this “circle” menu was made even more interactive. We made
the wheel spin as the use pulled down or up on it. The design meant we were restricted to
a fixed set of menu categories and we lost the ability to change the menu dynamically from
the admin tools.

Designs for Turlot app

We started with a clean clear
login screen that allowed the
user to select

Good use of color, clean
content layout and clear
navigation paths make
this app a crowd pleaser

The popular slide menu
presents a great way to
manage lots of navigation
content

Designs for IOM walks App

We started by mapping out the flow of the application.
Highlighting the layouts and interactions.

Sponsor of a Beacon – advert is
permanently there or could carousel
a range of their adverts.
Otherwise a carousel of all adverts
including ones for the AppSponsor.
This would be the same for all pages
linked to that Point of Interest.

Logo
Designing

Designing App visualisations for My Zone
My Zone is a fitness tracking wearable that uses a mobile app to visualise and share its data.
The existing apps data was presented in a tabular form. This caused the user to scroll to
review the data. It also meant that each line item had to be read. We were asked to create a
visualisation that presented the data in an easy to consume manner. We proposed visualising
the app data in a way that was appealing and grouped data in a way that was easy to
understand.

Designing Logo for IOM Flights

● Not liking the color and the obvious plane

● Not liking the color and the looks a bit dated

● Like the background color
● Like the reduced text for FLIGHTS
● Not liking the obvious plane and the O

Final logo design for IOM Flights app
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